Supramolecular organization of extracellular matrix glycosaminoglycans, in vitro and in the tissues.
Connective tissues maintain shape against external and internal stress. They are molecular hierarchies in which fundamental building units come together in tiers of increasing complexity and mutual interactions, based on information carried in the precursor molecules secreted by cells. The collagen fibril is the end product of well-understood self-aggregation controlled by its amino acid sequences, but the interfibrillar amorphous ground substance has not hitherto been seen as structured by analogous aggregations prescribed by the primary structures of the characteristic glycosaminoglycans dissolved therein. Transmission electron microscopy with morphometry and stereology has demonstrated their existence in tissues. Nuclear magnetic resonance defined their secondary structures, rotary shadowing electron microscopy delineated their aggregates in vitro, and molecular dynamics stimulations showed how the latter can spring from the former. The driving forces to aggregation are hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding, offset by electrostatic repulsion between polyanionic charges. The relative stabilities of the aggregates are determined by this balance, and hence by the position and number of their charges, particularly the sulfate ester groups. Corneal stroma is a system of collagen fibrils, highly ordered to ensure transparency, in which glycosaminoglycan aggregates are suggested to determine the ordered spacing as yardsticks in a way that has parallels in all connective tissues.